[Testicular sperm extraction for non-obstructive azoospermia: results with conventional and microsurgical techniques].
Testicular sperm extraction (TESE) was performed on patients with non-obstructive azoospermia using the conventional or microdissection technique. First, conventional TESE was attempted on all patients. If the sperm was retrieved successfully, the TESE procedure was terminated. Microdissection TESE was indicated only for patients for whom the conventional sperm retrieval was unsuccessful. Sperm was successfully retrieved with conventional TESE from four (24%) of 17 patients with non-obstructive azoospermia. The remaining 13 patients underwent microdissection TESE and sperm was successfully retrieved from four of them. Application of the microdissection technique resulted in an improvement in sperm retrieval rates from 24% with conventional TESE to 48% when combined with the microdissection technique. None of the patients showed any acute or chronic complications after TESE. Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) was performed on five of the eight patients with successful sperm retrieval and the partner of four of these patients became pregnant and progressed to delivery. These results indicate the usefulness of microdissection for improving the sperm retrieval rate in men with non-obstructive azoospermia.